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FEBRUARY 2022 Newsle�er
Your Current TPC Rewards Point Level:  100

Your Personal Referral Code: EC-064

 

Hey — Bob here,.

Well here it is February already. Seems this year is moving along at a pretty good pace. Do not know if that's a good thing or not yet. I am

just realizing how fast time is passing by it seems. Guess as a person gets older it is something we notice more. Time with family

becomes more at the top of our list. Showing the ones close to us how much we love them and how important they are to us becomes

even more of a higher priority.

Showing loved ones should not just be reserved for holidays, birthdays or even Valentines day. It should be something that we strive to

do each and every day. Buy your wife, or even your husband flowers or candy for no reason. Go to dinner or a movie on Tuesday night.

Hang out with your mom or dad one afternoon. Take the kids to the park and play on the swings with them. Make memories and then

make even more memories. Stop and smell the roses. Time passes too quickly for us to say “tomorrow”. 

I hope and pray that each and every one of you have a wonderful February. I hope and pray that everything works out the way you would

like. I know that I am going to try and show the loved ones in my life more how I love and appreciate them a little more. I am going to be

more random and spontaneous with my love for them. To me there is nothing more soul warming than to see the pure joy in someone's

eyes when they realize how much they mean to someone. It brings those little warm fuzzies to my soul when I see that. So look out

“Little Warm Fuzzies”, here I come

Happy February everyone!!

THE HISTORY OF PUTTING CANDLES ON BIRTHDAY CAKE

One theory surrounding the candles on a birthday cake goes back as far as the Ancient Greeks. It is said the Greeks created round cakes

to honor the goddess, Artemis, who was the goddess of the moon. The candles, when lit, represented the moon’s glow. When they blew

the candles out, they believed the smoke carried their wishes to the gods living in the sky. Another theory says that the Germans are

responsible for birthday candles, as they thought them to be the ‘the light of life’.

In Western Culture today, the number of candles placed on a birthday cake represents the age of the person celebrating their birthday. It

is tradition to make a silent wish before blowing out the candles, which is said to come true as long as no one else is told the wish.

MEMBER FEBRUARY DISCOUNT CODE:

“20% O� Discount Code For February. Use code: Valentine22. Please remember you can only use 1 (one) discount code per

purchase. So stock up!!! We also o�er FREE local delivery around Flagsta�.
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FEBRUARY  FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH:
 
BOUDOIR
 
An addictive floral with velvety roses, deep powerful musk, sweet vanilla all wrapped in a sultry sandalwood that smells absolutely illicit – And the

name? Of course it had to be, Boudoir. 
 
This fragrance is available in the 10oz Clear Candle or 6oz Travel Tin or the 2.5oz Wax Melt. Just click on the size to see the details about

the fabulous fragrance.

eGIFT CARDS AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND

Shopping for your best friend or family member, but not sure what fragrance they would love?! You can't go wrong with a gift card.

Choose an amount and write a personalized message to make this gift your own.
 
Just CLICK HERE to order your eGift Cards today!!

YOU CAN NOW GET OUR CANDLES IN PRESCOTT!!

Yep, that's right. You can now purchase Tall Pine Candles in Prescott. You can swing by TPC’s favorite shop and pick-up your favorite

fragrance. We have partnered with “Your CBD Store” located at 424 East Gurley Street, Prescott, AZ 86301. The phone number is 928-

227-3189. They have stu� that is so cool. With every order you place with TPC I will give you a $10.00 OFF your purchase card to redeem

at “Your CBD Store - Prescott”. Hard to beat that my friends!!! Just CLICK the image for directions to the store!!
 

 

 
Undecided about which fragrance to try in a full-size candle? No worries, try one or more of our sampler packs! Each tealight will give

you an idea of how a scent will burn in candle form (but please be aware, tealights are not meant to fill up a whole room!). Great way to

sample our most popular scents.
 
I will see you next month. And once again, THANK YOU for being a member of TPC.!

 

Bob Evans

Head Bottle Washer

www.tallpinecandles.com

bob.evans@tallpinecandles.com
 

Tall Pine Candles

4015 E Soliere Ave.

Flagsta�, AZ 86004

928.607.1800

 
 

We Now Offer eGIFT CARDS. Click here to purchase yours today!!!
 

Did you like your purchase? Click Here to leave us a review.
 

Click Here to learn more about TPC Reward points!!
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*Disclaimer* This message (including any attachments) is intended for ericacastrita@yahoo.com, and contains confidential information intended 
for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, 
copying, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited. Unsubscribe Here.
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